Abstract. In the commonly used DE/rand/1 variant of differential evolution the primary mechanism of generating new solutions is the perturbation of a randomly selected point by a difference vector. The newly selected point may, if good enough, then replace a solution from the current generation. As the replaced solution is not the one perturbed to create the new, candidate solution, when the population has divided into isolated clusters large moves by solutions are the result of small difference vectors applied within different clusters. Previous work on twoand 10-dimensional problems suggests that these are the main vehicle for movement between clusters and that the quality improvements they yield can be significant. This study examines the existence of such nonintuitive moves in problems with a greater number of dimensions and their contribution to the search-changes in solution quality and impact on population diversity-over the course of the algorithm's run. Results suggest that, while they frequently contribute solutions of higher quality than genuine large moves, they contribute to population convergence and, therefore, may be harmful.
Introduction
Differential evolution [8] is a population-based algorithm for optimisation in continuous domains. The numerous studies examining its performance on different problems attest to its robustness [5] and its relative insensitivity to the values of its governing parameters [7] . However, there are relatively few analyses of the mechanisms underlying its operation, which makes prediction of its actual search behaviour difficult [2] . Such prediction is complicated by the indirect way in which solutions are perturbed in the most commonly used variant of the algorithm: DE/rand/1/bin.
1 At each iteration, each member of the population of solutions is considered in turn as a target for replacement in the subsequent generation. The new candidate solution is generated by adding the weighted difference between two randomly chosen population members (hereafter referred to as x r2 and x r3 , neither of which is the target) to a third, randomly-chosen population member, referred to here as the base. Uniform crossover is then performed between the target and candidate; this further modified candidate is the one that may replace the target. 2 The weighting factor is denoted F , while the probability of using a vector component from the newly generated point instead of the target is given by Cr. Typically, the candidate replaces the target if it is as good or better. As the target solution is not the one perturbed to generate the candidate point, the magnitude of the observed displacement of solutionsreplacement of target solutions by improved candidates-may not be a reflection of the magnitude of the difference vector employed.
The relationship between the magnitude of difference vectors and moves was previously explored by Montgomery [3, 4] . That work classified difference vectors and target displacement as either small or large, yielding four combinations: real small, real large, fake small and fake large, where fake moves are those with a disparity between the magnitudes of the move and difference vector employed. Fig. 1 reproduces the classification scheme used, while an expanded description is given in Section 2 below. The relative frequency of these four move classes was examined across a range of two-and 10-dimensional problems. The impetus for that study was the observation that, when multiple optima exist and the population splits into separate clusters around these, movement between the separate clusters takes place. The standard explanation for this behaviour is that the large difference vectors that exist between members of different clusters allow movement between them [6, 9] , which is certainly part of the explanation. However, it was found that small difference vectors producing candidate solutions in one cluster were frequently the cause of target solutions from other clusters being replaced so that they appear to move the large distance between clusters, so-called fake large moves. In problems with competing optima, such moves tend to account for a greater proportion of large moves as a DE search progresses than do those caused by large difference vectors. Additionally, the average improvement in solution quality that they produce is greater than genuine large moves, a trend that apparently increases with the dimensions of the problem in question.
This paper examines three issues raised by that previous work. First, do such fake large moves exist in problems of more than 10 dimensions? Second, do such moves produce improvements in solution quality comparable to or better than other move types and does this increase with problem dimensions? Last, given that such moves necessarily place a solution near to the base solution used to generate the candidate, do they lead to the algorithm's convergence? Thus, even if they are shown to produce moves of high quality, it may be that such moves do not assist in the exploration of the search space.
Other Analyses of DE's Emergent Behaviour
Price, Storn and Lampinen [6] provide a quite extensive analysis of the performance of different DE variants with different values for the key parameters F and Cr (and others in the pertinent variants). Results are presented as phase portraits, with successful combinations plotted on 2D maps of the space of values for F and Cr. While of undoubted benefit in demonstrating the algorithm's insensitivity (in some cases) to the values of these parameters and in providing a guide to suitable values for different kinds of problem, such portraits cannot explain why the algorithm is successful or not. In a similar vein, Zaharie [10] analysed the effect of the value of F on the convergence behaviour of DE, concluding that higher values work against premature convergence; what is an appropriately high value, however, is somewhat problem-dependent.
Recently, Dasgupta, Biswas, Das and Abraham [2] developed a mathematical model of DE's behaviour and used this to predict its convergence behaviour when the population is located near an optimum. Their model is highly constrained, however, restricted to a one-dimensional problem space with the population located on a gradual slope leading to the optimum. Ali [1] derives a probability density function of the location of new solutions. This is used in a simulation to show the likely distribution of generated solutions over time when DE is applied to a particular problem, chiefly to illustrate the large number of generated solutions that lie outside the problem's bounds. Ali characterises DE's search as one of initial expansion (constrained by the bounds of the problem) followed by a period of contraction. In essence, this paper examines the alternative mechanisms of that contraction and their contribution to the search.
Classifying Moves
In this study a move, whether accepted by the algorithm or not, is considered to be from the target solution to the new candidate solution, as this is the only observable change in DE's population of solutions with each iteration [3] . In the DE/rand/1 algorithm the size of each move is primarily a function of the scaling factor F (typically high), the magnitude and direction of the difference vector ||x r2 − x r3 ||, the location of the base solution and amount of crossover performed (controlled by Cr). As in [3] the potentially confounding effects of crossover are largely ignored, as Cr is typically set to a high value and hence the position of candidate solutions is more a function of the difference vector used and location of the base solution than of crossover. While the effects of crossover will not be considered further, setting Cr to a value a little less than 1 (as opposed to exactly 1) has been observed to offer some advantage to the search, so in the experiments described in Section 3 it is set to the commonly used value of 0.9 so that the typical evolution of the population can be observed.
Difference vectors and moves will be classified as either small or large, with large moves considered to be those greater than 20% the magnitude of the spacediagonal of the solution space. Moves are then classified according to the combination of their magnitude and the magnitude of the difference vector employed in their creation: moves and difference vectors of similar magnitude (i.e., both small or both large) are labelled "real" and those with dissimilar magnitudes
||xr2 − xr3|| is small → real small ||xr2 − xr3|| is large → fake small large ||xr2 − xr3|| is large → real large ||xr2 − xr3|| is small → fake large are labelled "fake", as shown in Fig. 1 . 3 A fake small move can result from a distant base solution perturbed by a large difference vector, when the vector points towards the target's location. 4 A fake large move is the result of a small difference vector applied to a base solution that is far from the target.
Experiment Design, Results and Discussion
Previous work [3] examined the relative proportion of different classes of move in a mix of two-and 10-dimensional problems, finding that fake large moves account for many of the candidate and accepted moves made by the algorithm when the population splits into separate clusters. Measures of the average quality (magnitude of solution improvement) of accepted moves from each class suggested that the contribution of fake large moves is non-negligible and, in several cases, better than other move classes (see Montgomery [4] for corrected results from [3] ). However, taking the average quality across an entire run is potentially quite misleading as the scope for improvement in solutions diminishes as the search progresses. As the population converges, real small moves will dominate, with many accepted moves of low absolute value; the average quality of such moves may thus be very low, even though earlier in the algorithm's run they made valuable contributions.
This study has three objectives: to determine if all move classes are represented in higher dimensional problems; to examine the relative contribution to the search made by different moves; and to examine the possible relationships between different moves and contraction or expansion of the population. These are dealt with in the three sections that follow.
A standard DE/rand/1/bin algorithm was used with F = 0.8 and Cr = 0.9, values which are commonly used and frequently effective [6, 8] . The problems to which the algorithm was applied are given in Table 1 together with the number of solution evaluations (consequently, number of iterations) allowed. These limits were chosen so that, in the runs for all problems except Langerman, the population has converged to a single location by the end of a run. In the case of Langerman, considerable progress is made after the population has converged to the point where only real small moves are made. To ensure the results are informative-the algorithm's behaviour is of interest, not the quality of its final result-those runs were halted at this point, which was consistent across problem sizes.
In all cases a population of 50 solutions was employed; even though this is far below the oft-suggested size of 10·n, experimentally it performed well and allowed the population to converge in a reasonable amount of time. Examination of runs using this larger population size and increased number of solution evaluations exhibited the same patterns reported in the following sections, but spread over a considerably longer time. For instance, with the 100D Langerman instance, a population of 1000 solutions requires four orders of magnitude more solution evaluations to have progressed to the same point as when using 50 solutions. Fig. 2 shows the relative proportions of accepted moves from each class over successive fifths of the algorithm's run. As the exact figures for individual runs vary-the general shape is frequently the same-the data were smoothed by taking the mean values at each iteration.
Relative Proportions of Successful Moves
As has been observed previously on smaller instances, real large moves account for a high proportion of successful moves during early iterations, while fake large moves take over as the mechanism for large movement in later stages. As the population converges, real small moves take over as the primary, and frequently sole, driver of population changes.
Contributions to Solution Quality by Move Class
Figs. 3 and 4 show the minimum, mean and maximum observed improvement in solution quality resulting from each of the four kinds of move across the problems examined. The extrema and mean are averages of those measures from 100 runs and are divided into the values observed during each fifth of the algorithm's run. The bubbles at the bottom of each chart show the relative proportion of each kind of move within each block of execution time. As the magnitude of solution quality varies considerably across problems and as the search progresses, some of the charts use logarithmic scales. In the Modified Shekel's Foxholes, Fletcher-Powell and Shubert functions, although real small moves become the primary source of accepted moves, the small number of fake large moves in later stages of the search contribute good improvements. In later iterations where successful real large moves still exist, the improvement from fake large moves is greater. A similar pattern is observed in the three Langerman instances, with fake large moves contributing greater improvements than real large moves, although the quality of real small moves is in all cases typically many orders of magnitude better. A possible explanation for the greater improvement provided by fake rather than real large moves is that fake large moves will place the modified target near the base, which may already be located in a good region, while real large moves are more exploratory and may find new areas which are not as good as some of those already found.
Impact on Population Diversity
Population diversity or spread was measured at each iteration by taking the upper quartile of distances between all pairs of solutions. To assess the impact of different kinds of move on the population spread, the correlation between the change in this measure at the end of an iteration and the absolute number of accepted moves of each kind (when greater than zero) was calculated. Table 2 reports the mean and standard deviation of the observed correlation coefficients taken across 100 runs. 5 Although correlation does not imply causation, an increase or decrease in the population spread is a direct consequence of the mix of moves that were accepted, hence any observed correlation is suggestive of a causal link.
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Small moves show a very weak to weak negative correlation with changes in diversity, suggesting they play a role in the population's convergence, which would be expected intuitively as they drive population change in later stages of the search when it does converge. With the exception of Modified Shekel's Foxholes, real large moves show a moderate positive correlation with diversity; large moves thus help the population to explore. On most problems fake large moves show a very weak negative correlation with diversity. Thus, fake large moves may be somewhat related to decreases in population diversity. Results for the Modified Shekel's Foxholes problem are interesting: real small, real large and fake large moves all show a moderate negative correlation. It is unclear what features of this problem's search landscape lead to these results.
It should be noted that the strength of the observed correlations depends on the chosen measure of population diversity; a precise linear relationship may not exist even if there does exist a relationship between particular moves and changes in diversity. Thus, the observed correlations are moderately suggestive of an exploratory effect of real large moves and somewhat suggestive of a convergence effect of fake large moves. Taken with the results from Section 3.2, if the recruitment of solutions from one cluster to another of higher quality-an apparent effect of fake large moves-causes the algorithm to converge rapidly, and prematurely, to that one location then it is deleterious to the search. However, if much improvement can still be made after solutions have been drawn in to a par-ticular small region, and this improvement is assisted by having greater numbers of solutions in that region, the impact of fake large moves could be considered positive. The considerable improvements observed in Langerman once the population has converged to a small region suggest that, in those instances, fake large moves may serve such a useful function, although it is also possible that greater exploration could find even better areas on which to converge.
Conclusions
This study confirms that fake large moves-large moves caused by small difference vectors-exist when DE is applied to benchmark problems with many dimensions and that they become the primary vehicle for large movement of solutions as the search progresses. Also as the search progresses the quality of such moves is often greater than that of real large moves. Weak correlations were observed between both real and fake large moves and population diversity, suggesting real large moves assist in exploration while fake large cause the population to converge. Thus, the large improvements in solution quality that fake large moves provide may not indicate high utility, subject to the alternative interpretations of convergence and its role in the search of high-dimensional problems outlined in the previous section. Further study of this issue may assist in determining whether such moves should be avoided or encouraged.
